PRIVATOPIA1 IN DISTRESS: THE IMPACT OF THE FORECLOSURE CRISIS ON HOMEOWNERS’ ASSOCIATIONS

Casey Perkins*

INTRODUCTION

From Orange County, Florida to Orange County, California, homeowners’ associations (“HOAs”) across America’s “Sunbelt” are struggling due to the nation’s recent mortgage crisis and resulting economic recession.1 As homeowners become unable to meet their financial obligations, HOA assessments are often among the first expenses cut from family budgets.2 Further, foreclosure rates are hampering the ability of some associations to meet their own financial and contractual obligations.3 The foreclosure crisis and resulting economic recession has hit Nevada as hard, or harder,4 than any other state in the country.5

Homeowners’ associations gained prominence in the United States in the second half of the twentieth century. Today, HOAs represent nearly twenty percent of all homeowners in the United States.6 In areas such as Las Vegas, Nevada, that have experienced rapid growth in the last couple of decades, this
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number may be as high as fifty percent. In addition to protecting home values, these associations are often responsible for providing vital services traditionally thought to be the responsibility of municipal governments. Those services are funded through payment of homeowners’ assessments or association fees by all homeowners within a community. Thus, the association’s ability to provide vital services is threatened when homeowners fail to make assessment payments, or when foreclosed homes sit empty.

Part I of this Note provides an introduction to HOAs, the foreclosure crisis, and the resulting recession that currently threaten many associations’ financial stability. Part I begins with a discussion of the rise of common interest communities in the United States, as well as basic association functions. Following this historical introduction is a discussion of the foreclosure crisis and an overview of the severity of this crisis in Nevada.

Part II introduces the problems faced by HOAs across the country because of the foreclosure crisis. These problems fall into two general categories, budget shortfalls and physical deterioration of abandoned properties. In addition to presenting these problems, this section also examines some of the options currently available to HOAs for dealing with these problems.

Part III of this Note examines potential solutions to the problems at the federal, state, and local levels. The section begins with a brief introduction to federal programs aimed at stemming foreclosures and helping the economy recover. Next, Part III looks at legislative changes states can make to help HOAs, and finally how government at the local level might make it easier for associations and individuals to protect the value of their own homes.

Many HOAs currently face unprecedented challenges in meeting budget requirements. This Note does not attempt to provide an empirical analysis of the current problem. Rather, it introduces a widely reported problem, discusses some potential lasting solutions to that problem, and hopefully encourages state and local governments to take action to protect homeowners in good standing from increased assessments or loss of services.

I. BACKGROUND

Over the last fifty years or so, many areas of the United States have experienced an explosion in the number of HOAs. The current foreclosure crisis now threatens the stability of many of those HOAs. This section provides a look at the forces that led to such rapid HOA growth, followed by an introduc-
tion to HOA operations and a brief examination of the foreclosure crisis both in Nevada and nationwide.\textsuperscript{14}

A. The Rise of Homeowners’ Associations in the United States\textsuperscript{15}

During the last half of the twentieth century, the United States experienced a rapid rise in the number of residential communities governed by HOAs.\textsuperscript{16} Association-governed communities initially gained popularity in the 1960s as homebuyers, dealing with rising land costs, sought ways to share the costs of private parks and pools.\textsuperscript{17} In 1970, there were approximately 10,000 association-governed communities with approximately 2.1 million residents.\textsuperscript{18} By 1990, these numbers had risen to 130,000 communities with 29.6 million residents.\textsuperscript{19} Today, an estimated 60 million Americans live in over 300,000 association-governed communities in the United States.\textsuperscript{20} These communities are especially prevalent in areas that have experienced rapid development in the last few decades.\textsuperscript{21}

Analysts and commentators commonly cite two causes as fueling the rapid increase in common-interest communities over the last half century. The first is that the growth in common-interest communities is a market response to consumer desires.\textsuperscript{22} While controversial, the idea that the increase in association-governed communities has simply been a market response to consumer demand surely plays at least some role.\textsuperscript{23} In this view, consumers make conscious choices to take advantage of the availability of HOAs and association rules designed to protect community aesthetics, and, in turn, maintain property values.\textsuperscript{24} Accordingly, developers continue to provide more such neighborhoods to meet that demand.\textsuperscript{25} Undoubtedly, some homebuyers do actively seek
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to purchase homes in association-governed communities, but governmental interference tends to undercut the market theory in many cities. One example of this government interference is when local governments, seeking to gain the benefits of association-governance, limit consumer choice by restricting new developments in a way that effectively mandates community associations.

The second commonly-cited cause is municipal governments’ attempts to benefit from HOAs through “load-shedding.” Some cash-strapped cities and towns have implemented local zoning and land use regulations that effectively require HOAs for new developments. For example, in Las Vegas, local zoning regulations require developers to provide for landscaping when designing new developments. The city’s zoning code further provides that if the landscaped areas are commonly owned, the developer must provide an HOA to maintain the landscaped areas. By requiring HOAs to provide for maintenance of common areas and the provision of traditional municipal services, a municipality can increase its property tax base while passing the accompanying increased cost of providing services or facilities on to the developer and the HOA.

B. Introduction to Homeowners’ Association Operations

Homeowners’ associations increasingly operate in ways that resemble “mini-governments.” For example, when a person purchases a home in a new city, the new homeowner is entitled to the benefits of living in that city, including services and facilities provided by the local government. In exchange, homeowners are required to pay property taxes on the home to support the agencies that provide those benefits. Similarly, by purchasing a home in a development governed by an HOA, the homebuyer automatically becomes a member of the association and incurs both the benefits and burdens of that membership.
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1. Benefits

The benefits of membership in an HOA vary by association. Naturally, there are some features that are common to most, if not all, associations. These include traditional amenities like the maintenance and provision of commonly-owned parks, pools, and streets. Homebuyers also benefit in the form of property value protections through the enforcement of covenants, conditions, and restrictions (CC&Rs), which limit how neighbors use their own property. Other examples of benefits include leaf removal, street sweeping, security, and garbage removal. However, these benefits do not come without a cost.

2. Assessments

Normally, HOAs fund their operations through the imposition of assessments. An assessment is a “proportionate share of the expenses incurred to fund the association’s business and governmental services.” The association’s CC&Rs, recorded in the community’s declaration and enforceable by the courts, give the association the power to impose these assessments. The requirement to pay assessments is a covenant that runs with the land for all time and, like taxes, payment of assessments is mandatory. Failure to pay may result in the association obtaining a lien on the property.

3. Reserve Funds

Another relevant feature of association governance is the maintenance of a reserve fund. Reserve funds are a tool many associations use to prepare for known future expenses, unanticipated expenses, and to potentially cover shortfalls created by unpaid assessments. Although maintenance of a reserve fund is generally left to the business judgment of the association’s governing body, examples of known future expenses include upgrading and maintaining common areas such as roads, pool, parks, or clubhouses.
board or the association’s governing documents, some states require associations to maintain a reserve.46 Because reserve funds normally accumulate over time, however, newer developments may lack sufficient reserve funds to endure a sustained budget shortage, even in states that require associations to maintain a reserve fund.47

Assessment payments are critical to an HOA’s operations. When all owners pay their assessments on time, the association is able to operate normally, and all homeowners get the benefits they bargained for when they purchased a home in a common-interest community.48 As a corollary, when homeowners are unable to pay, or when homes sit empty, HOA budgeting becomes difficult, and the association may be unable to meet expenses and provide agreed-upon services.49 For these reasons the ability to collect unpaid assessments is critical to the stability of HOAs and, thus, central to this discussion of the problems facing associations today.

C. The Nationwide Foreclosure Crisis

During the first half of this decade, many areas of the United States experienced rapid growth in home values.50 The proliferation of sub-prime mortgage loans, including adjustable-rate and no-down-payment mortgages, played a significant role in fueling this growth.51 These mortgages allowed homeowners to qualify for larger loans than may have been available to them under a traditional thirty-year fixed rate mortgage.52 Such mortgages helped fuel rapid growth in home ownership as well as home values.53 Unfortunately, as the interest rates on many of these “exotic” mortgages adjusted upward, many homeowners increasingly found themselves unable to meet their monthly mortgage obligations.54
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As an increasing number of homeowners defaulted, foreclosure rates continued to rise above already record levels in some areas. These record foreclosures led to a subsequent decrease in home values. Because many sub-prime loans did not require a substantial down payment, this decrease in home values resulted in many homeowners owing more on their mortgage than their homes are worth. As a result, when banks or lenders foreclose on a property, there is often insufficient equity in the home to satisfy liens held by other creditors, including HOAs.

The foreclosure crisis hit the state of Nevada exceptionally hard. As a state that experienced rapid population growth and residential development over the past decade, Nevada has an especially large number of HOAs. In addition, many of these associations are relatively new, and may not yet have sufficient capital reserve funds to withstand prolonged revenue shortfalls. Finally, rampant speculation and questionable sub-prime lending inflated home values, resulting in median home values nearly doubling between 2001 and 2006. As a result of the foreclosure crisis, those median home values have plummeted by nearly one-third since the 2006 peak, and Nevada has consistently ranked among the top states in foreclosure rates.

The impact of the foreclosure crisis has been wide-ranging. One million families have already lost their homes to foreclosure, economists expect 5.9 million more to do so over the next four years, and consumer bankruptcies have increased by nearly a third. Numerous banks and other financial institutions...
have failed, global credit markets temporarily froze and remain slow, hundreds of thousands of Americans have lost their jobs, and the United States and the rest of the world face a prolonged, and deepening, recession. To combat these effects, Congress has so far approved nearly 1.5 trillion dollars to aid struggling banks and homeowners. While the full extent of the foreclosure crisis and related economic meltdown may remain unknown for quite some time, one thing is becoming clear: the viability of many HOAs is at risk as foreclosed homes sit empty, deteriorating while back assessments pile up due to foreclosure. Part II, infra, discusses these problems in more detail.

II. DEFINING THE PROBLEM

The problems HOAs face because of the foreclosure crisis fall into two related categories. First, delinquent association dues or assessments place a strain on HOA operating budgets. Second, as homes sit empty they often fall into disrepair due to neglect or vandalism. Consequently, other homeowners face potential increased assessments to make up for budget shortfalls along with decreasing property values due to neighborhood deterioration. Part II begins with an introduction to the Uniform Common Interest Ownership Act (“UCIOA”) as applied in Nevada and then describes the budget and property maintenance problems homeowners associations increasingly face.

A. The UCIOA in Nevada

Homeowners’ associations in Nevada are regulated under the UCIOA as adopted by the Nevada legislature and codified in Nevada Revised Statutes (“NRS”) chapter 116. The UCIOA, initially promulgated in 1982, provides a comprehensive scheme for state management of HOAs and other forms of
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common-interest communities. Nevada is one of just seven states to adopt the Act in its entirety. Article 3 of the UCIOA provides some protection for associations when homeowners fail to pay assessments, but that protection may prove inadequate in difficult economic times. This section discusses the Act as adopted by Nevada as a tool to illustrate the problems facing HOAs. Part III of this Note examines the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws’ (“NCCUSL”) proposed 2008 amendments and proposes further amendments to meet the needs of HOAs in the current economic recession and beyond.

The UCIOA is codified in NRS chapter 116. NRS § 116.3116 governs liens imposed against a unit for unpaid assessments. The statute begins by granting the association “a lien on a unit for . . . any assessment levied against that unit or any fines imposed against the unit’s owner from the time . . . the assessment . . . becomes due.” This lien has priority over all other liens and encumbrances, except those recorded before the recordation of the association’s declaration, “a first security interest on the [property] recorded before the date on which the assessment . . . became delinquent,” and real estate taxes or other governmental assessments. Finally, the statute grants “super-priority” for assessments that “would have become due in the absence of acceleration during the six months immediately preceding” foreclosure. This super-priority provision provides an association with some protection when market forces result in a home’s value falling below the amount owed to a first mortgagor. Additionally, the statute provides that any liens in excess of this six-month window are superior to claims by junior mortgagors. While this provision seems to provide associations with additional protection, the reality is that it provides little value in situations where the home is worth less than
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the primary mortgage. Despite providing some protections, these UCIOA provisions are insufficient in the face of today’s challenges.

B. Budget Shortfalls

Associations fund their budgets primarily through collection of assessments from the community’s homeowners. These assessments, unlike membership fees or dues, represent a share of the common expenses associated with operating the community. When homeowners pay their assessments as scheduled, the association can function and provide required facilities and services. However, collection of these assessments depends on the financial strength of the individual owners as well as overall economic conditions. As a result, with overall foreclosure rates at record highs and the country in recession, HOAs are at great risk of experiencing future revenue shortfalls.

The foreclosure crisis affects HOA budgets in several ways. First, assessments are often among the first expenses struggling homeowners will cut from the family budget. Additionally, once a bank forecloses on a property the bank typically becomes the owner and thus is responsible for payment of assessments. As a result, banks often resist or delay foreclosing on properties to avoid responsibility for assessments. This is particularly significant in a market where homes may sit unsold for a year or more. Finally, even if a bank chooses to foreclose, it may be unwilling to make assessment payments despite its obligation to do so.

Some states have implemented statutory measures to protect HOAs from these effects. For example, states like Nevada that have adopted the UCIOA provide HOAs with a “super-priority” lien granting priority for up to six months of unpaid assessments. However, banks often wait long periods to foreclose on distressed properties to avoid becoming responsible for maintenance of the property. As a result, any delinquent fees in excess of six months may be effectively lost. When banks delay in foreclosing on a property, the association’s only recourse is to enforce its own lien through foreclo-
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This ability to foreclose gives the association some leverage in encouraging the primary lender either to pay the late assessments or foreclose on its own in order to gain control over the foreclosure process. The UCIOA super-priority provision, however, fails to account for attorney’s fees and other foreclosure-related costs, which may make foreclosing on its lien economically unattractive for an already cash-strapped HOA.

To illustrate the dilemma HOAs face under the UCIOA, consider the following fictitious example. The Blue Ridge Ranch Homeowners’ Association (Blue Ridge) is experiencing a rash of unpaid assessments. Additionally, home prices have fallen dramatically in the past two years, and homes regularly remain on the market for twelve to fifteen months. Of the 1000 homes in the association, 300 are delinquent on their association fee payments, with several at the point where the state statute allows the association to foreclose on its lien. Although fees for these properties average just $200 per quarter, they add up. Blue Ridge is relatively new and, as such, the association lacks sufficient reserves to operate with a budget shortfall for an extended period of time. If the delinquencies continue, the association will be unable to continue normal operations with only seventy percent of its expected assessment income.

To make matters worse for Blue Ridge, due to market conditions, banks are delaying foreclosure for extended periods. Thus, Blue Ridge has two choices: first, it can simply wait for the bank to foreclose and receive its six months of back fees at that time; or, second, Blue Ridge can exercise its right to foreclose under the state’s lien statute. However, because the association only has priority for up to six months of back fees, $1200 in this case, and the home is likely to be worth less than what is owed to the primary mortgage holder, the costs of foreclosing may preclude lien foreclosure as an alternative for Blue Ridge. The UCIOA and some proposed statutory solutions to this dilemma are discussed further in Part III.

1. **Current Options**

In the absence of further statutory protection, HOAs have limited options remaining to deal with their impending budget shortfalls, none of which are likely to be popular with the association’s members. Briefly, the association’s options are to increase fees, reduce services, or both. As discussed below, neither fee increases nor service reductions are particularly attractive.
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a. Increase Assessments

Increasing assessments is likely to be highly unpopular with the association’s membership, but it may be necessary for the continued operation of the association. An HOA’s governing documents set forth the association’s assessment procedures, including the steps the association must take to increase assessments or to impose a special assessment. Despite the unpopularity of such a move, many associations have chosen to meet budget shortages with increased or special assessments. For example, in one association in California, homeowners are facing an 18.5% increase in their annual assessment. Similarly, in a poll of Florida HOAs, nearly two-thirds of associations acknowledged that they would have to raise fees to compensate for lost income due to unpaid assessments. Meanwhile, at one Florida development, homeowners are paying a $60,000 combined special assessment to cover their budget shortage. Whether through increased fees or one time assessments, even owners who are paying their fees on time should prepare for increased fees and assessments as the foreclosure crisis and deepening recession impact their association’s ability to collect fees from their struggling neighbors.

While increasing fees may allow an HOA to continue funding its budget in the short-term, such increases are not without their own problems. Perhaps the most significant problem is that large increases in assessments may create a hardship for homeowners in good standing who previously were able to make their payments. This additional cost to those homeowners could create a domino effect, leading, in turn, to further delinquencies, or even more foreclosures, thus making a bad situation worse. Because of this risk, and because increased or special assessments are generally unpopular, associations often decide to reduce spending instead of increasing assessments.

b. Reduce Services and Delay Maintenance

As with government, for HOAs, the alternative to increasing income through taxes (or fees) is a reduction in spending (or services). The services HOAs provide vary greatly in type and significance. While the association
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may be required to provide some services, other, less vital services may be subject to cost cutting.\footnote{Marcie Geffner, Condo Foreclosures Hurt Others, Too: Homeowner Associations Suffer When Members Can’t Pay Their Dues, MSNBC.COM, Aug. 29, 2008, http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/26097473/\textperiodcentered.} For example, if an association is required to provide trash services or other basic utility services, a contract or municipal regulation might preclude cutting off these services.\footnote{Id.} In turn, an association facing financial difficulty may consider reducing less necessary services as state law and the association’s governing documents allow.\footnote{See id.}

Struggling associations seeking to match their budgets to their shrinking assessment base have skimped on everything from heating the hot tub to security patrols.\footnote{Ostrowski, supra note 47.} One Florida development has not only cut security patrols, but also sought cheaper insurance premiums and reduced pest control from monthly to quarterly service.\footnote{Id.} Other popular methods for cutting costs are reducing the hours of operation for a community swimming pool and canceling community social events.\footnote{Matt Kempner, Hard Times Pinch Homeowners Associations, ATLANTA J.-CONST., June 4, 2008, at 1A.}

Although such cost cutting may allow an HOA to keep assessments at current levels, these cuts are not without a downside. The services provided by an HOA are a principle attraction for many homeowners who decide to purchase a home in an association-governed community.\footnote{Thompson, supra note 37.} In this case, it is reasonable to assume that some homeowners might prefer an increase in assessments to a loss of the services that attracted them to the community in the first place.

The more troubling issue, however, arises when associations opt to save money by cutting capital reserve funding or delaying maintenance and repairs.\footnote{See, e.g., Kempner, supra note 123; Jim Wasserman, Sacramento-area Homeowners Associations Feel Bite of Tough Economy, SACRAMENTO BEE, July 27, 2008, at D1.} While this may help in the short term, if the association elects to defer maintenance for a significant period, it could end up increasing long-term costs as facilities deteriorate more quickly in the absence of regular maintenance.\footnote{Winokur, supra note 8, at 1154.} As a result, as the facilities deteriorate, property values in the community are likely to fall.\footnote{Shannon Behnken, Neighbors Are Left with a Mess: Abandoned Houses Hurt Communities’ Images, TAMPA TRIB., June 29, 2008, at 4; see also Alan S. Choate, Foreclosures Aren’t Neighborly, LAS VEGAS REV.-J., October 23, 2008, at 1B.} Such neglect will fuel the brutal cycle of decreasing home values, foreclosures, lost assessments, and physical deterioration of neglected community facilities.\footnote{Winokur, supra note 8, at 1154.}
B. Physical Deterioration of Property

In addition to budget shortfalls, associations must also address the physical deterioration of foreclosed properties. In a slow economy, a foreclosed property may sit unsold for many months. As these houses remain empty, they often fall into various levels of disrepair, and HOAs, especially those facing budget shortages, may be unable to address the problem.

Physical deterioration of a foreclosed property impacts the neighboring community in at least two important ways. First, it reduces the value of neighboring homes by reducing the appeal of the neighborhood to potential purchasers. Second, abandoned homes may create health and safety concerns: pools become stagnant, pests take over, or the homes become targets for vandalism and squatting. When associations are unable to address these issues, local government may need to provide assistance, especially when the abandoned property creates a public health or safety problem.

1. Protecting Property Values

Protection of property value is a key feature, and attraction, of membership in an HOA.

When properties remain abandoned for long periods, the homes are subject to vandalism, yards become severely overgrown, and other issues arise. This deterioration makes the neighborhood less attractive to potential purchasers, thereby reducing home values in the neighborhood. As more homes are abandoned, this effect is multiplied creating a cycle in which foreclosures lead to deterioration of the neighborhood, which leads to further decreases in home values. These lower values in turn lead to more foreclosures as distressed homeowners are unable to sell homes that are worth less than they owe, and the cycle continues.

2. Health and Safety Issues

Health and safety issues created by abandoned property are of great concern, not only to neighboring homeowners, but also to the public at large. As such, local government may be willing to come to the aid of an association that
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is struggling to remedy health or safety problems. A common example of a health concern created by the foreclosure crisis is the green, mosquito-ridden, stagnant swimming pool. An HOA may lack the funds or permission to drain the pool, but a local government may be willing to step in and drain it to prevent the spread of a mosquito-borne disease such as West Nile virus, or to address the safety risk posed to children by an unattended and potentially unguarded pool. Obviously, this type of intervention is contingent on the ability and willingness of the local government to help.

Absent government intervention, HOAs must find other ways to combat the deterioration of foreclosed homes. Some homeowners have undertaken to protect their home values by organizing neighborhood work parties, or by “adopting” foreclosed homes and performing basic yard maintenance on the properties. Such community action is perhaps the simplest way to address the problem, but is subject to some limitations. The first obvious limitation is that neighbors must be willing to take action and get involved. The second, and perhaps tougher, issue is that such action is, at least technically speaking, trespassing. As a result, these neighbors expose themselves to some level of liability for property damage that may result from their good deeds.

Some HOAs, on the other hand, have the authority to enter properties to resolve violations of the community’s CC&Rs. Unfortunately, action on the part of the HOA may take a long time, and, in the meantime, neighbors are left to watch their neighborhood slowly deteriorate and the values of their own homes fall. If the association lacks authority to enter the property, neighbors must rely on local authorities for help. Part III, below, discusses efforts on the part of local governments to address the physical problems posed by foreclosed homes.

### III. Possible Solutions

The United States is in the midst of what may be the worst economic recession ever. This recession, at least in part, is the result of lending practices that led to massive rates of foreclosure, reducing home values and the
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value of investments based on those bad loans.\textsuperscript{151} The recession is so intertwined with the foreclosure crisis that any solution to the recession necessarily involves stemming foreclosures and stabilizing home values, which should also help to pull HOAs out of the current crisis.\textsuperscript{152} These problems are, however, probably beyond the power of the individual states to resolve.

Even though the broader economic problems may be too large for state governments to handle, there are other things the states can, and should, do. These include passing legislation providing associations with a greater ability to collect past fees, requiring banks to maintain properties once they initiate foreclosure proceedings, or even providing subsidies to associations on the verge of collapse. Local governments can also play a role by providing maintenance assistance or simply passing ordinances allowing neighborhood clean-up committees to enter abandoned properties to conduct maintenance.

The problems facing associations, like those facing the nation, are significant. In light of governments’ role at the local level in encouraging, or even mandating HOAs, state and local governments must take some action to protect those homeowners who continue to pay taxes and association fees, while staying current on their mortgage, from a loss of services or drastically increased assessments.

This section begins with an introduction to several federal programs aimed at stemming foreclosure and jump-starting the economy. Next, it discusses ways that states can act to protect struggling homeowners associations. Finally, it provides examples of how local governments around the country are dealing with the physical effects of foreclosure throughout their communities.

A. Federal Solutions to Stem the Foreclosure Crisis and Restart the Struggling Economy\textsuperscript{153}

Federal actions relating to the foreclosure problem fall into two main categories. The first category includes measures aimed directly at stopping foreclosures and providing local governments with aid to combat the effects of mass foreclosures. The second is broader, and focuses on freeing up credit markets, stabilizing the economy, and reducing the length and severity of the current recession. Although the stated purposes of these programs differ, it is unlikely that the any one program can succeed if the others fail.

1. Measures Aimed at the Foreclosure Crisis

Two primary federal programs provide support to local communities and struggling homeowners. The first is the Neighborhood Stabilization Program (“NSP”), introduced in the summer of 2008 as Title III of the Housing and


\textsuperscript{152} See Healy, supra note 151; Smith, supra note 54, at 1D.

\textsuperscript{153} The merits of these government programs are a topic for another Note. The programs are introduced here only as examples of the type of action taken thus far, and to demonstrate the scope of the problem.
Economic Recovery Act of 2008. The second is the Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan introduced by President Obama in February of 2009. Combined, these plans commit nearly two hundred and seventy-nine billion dollars toward addressing the effects of the foreclosure crisis.

The NSP provides one-time emergency funding to help state and local governments with high foreclosure rates re-develop and rehabilitate “abandoned and foreclosed upon homes and residential properties.” Funds received under the program may be used to: [1] establish financing mechanisms for purchase and redevelopment of foreclosed upon homes and residential properties; [2] purchase and rehabilitate homes and residential properties that have been abandoned or foreclosed upon [for purposes of sale or redevelopment]; [3] establish land banks for homes that have been foreclosed upon; [4] demolish blighted structures; and [5] redevelop demolished or vacant properties.

The amount of funding a local government is eligible for is determined based on “the number and percentage of home foreclosures; . . . homes financed by a subprime mortgage related loan . . . ; [and] homes in default or delinquency [in the governmental unit].” Notably, these funds are not available for foreclosure prevention.

In contrast to the NSP, the focus of the Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan is primarily on individual homeowners, and aims primarily to prevent foreclosures. This plan takes a three-part approach to stabilizing the housing market and reducing foreclosures. The first component of the program seeks to make it possible for some “responsible homeowners” to refinance and take advantage of historically low interest rates, benefiting those who have had the values of their homes drop to a point where they would otherwise be unable to refinance.

The second piece of the plan provides seventy-five billion dollars in assistance to homeowners who are at risk of defaulting on their loans. The plan has the dual goals of keeping people in their homes and protecting neighbor-
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To meet these goals, the program provides a subsidy to lenders who agree to modify loans so that a borrower’s mortgage payment does not exceed thirty-one percent of his gross income. To make this possible, the lender must agree to reduce the loan to thirty-eight percent of the borrower’s gross income, at which point the government will match further reductions up until the loan reaches thirty-one percent. In addition, the program provides an incentive to loan servicing agencies to offset the administrative costs of refinancing. The plan addresses two of the primary hurdles to convincing lenders to modify loans voluntarily by: (1) reducing the risk to the lender, and (2) offsetting administrative costs.

The final piece of the program supports “low mortgage rates by strengthening confidence in Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.” By increasing the Treasury Department’s Preferred Stock Purchase Agreements from $100 billion to $200 billion, the Obama administration hopes to build confidence and promote stability and liquidity in the mortgage markets.

These programs illustrate the effect the foreclosure crisis has had on the national economy and the amount of effort Congress and the White House are willing to make to address the problem. However, these programs exist in the context of other, larger programs, discussed in the next section, designed to stimulate the overall economy and help the country out of the current recession.

2. Measures Aimed at Stimulating the Economy

In part as a result of the massive foreclosure crisis, the United States is suffering possibly the worst economic recession since the 1930s. In response to this downturn, Congress has thus far passed two bills, totaling nearly $1.5 trillion dollars, in the hopes of freeing up credit markets and spurring investment and job growth. The first of these measures is the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act (“EESA”). The second is the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009 (“ARRA”).

Congress passed the first of these programs, the EESA, including the Troubled Asset Relief Program (“TARP”), otherwise known as “the bailout” in October 2008. The program, responding to a global economic crisis that made access to credit extraordinarily difficult, authorized the Secretary of the Treasury to spend up to $700 billion buying and insuring troubled mortgages.
and other assets that made it difficult for banks to extend credit. The primary goal of TARP is to increase liquidity, build investor confidence, and ultimately to increase the availability of credit. Unfortunately, after spending nearly half of the $700 billion allotment, the program has only minimally impacted credit availability as banks have simply hoarded the additional funds, and in some cases may have even used the funds to make large executive bonus payments. Consequently, the White House put the program on hold until February of 2009, when Congress voted to release the second half of the funds. This time the treasury will impose stricter controls on banks that accept TARP money and limit how those banks may use the TARP funds.

The second major program, the ARRA, is a broader measure, combining wide-scale government investment in infrastructure projects with tax cuts designed to spur job growth and pull the economy out of recession. The stated purpose of the Act is to preserve and create jobs, assist those most impacted by the recession, provide incentives to spur technological advances in science and health, invest in infrastructure, and stabilize State and local government budgets. Although the majority of the ARRA does not directly address the foreclosure crisis or the resulting issues facing homeowners, the underlying economic weakness it addresses does threaten to further destabilize HOA budgets and increase foreclosures if the plan fails.

Even though it is not the role of the federal government to protect HOAs from collapse, the above examples demonstrate that actions taken by the federal government do have an impact on the forces that are currently threatening the viability of some associations and placing homeowners at risk. In light of the current economic recession, this type of action may be necessary to prevent even more widespread job losses, resulting foreclosures, and lost association fees.
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B. State Option for Resolving the Budgetary Issue

1. Fixing the Uniform Act

As noted above, the UCIOA leaves struggling HOAs without a sufficient remedy for recovering unpaid assessments. The first problem with the uniform rule is that it does not provide super-priority for attorney’s fees or other costs associated with collections and foreclosure. As discussed in Part II, the expense of attorney’s fees can present a significant barrier to an association exercising its right to foreclose on a property. Because associations that are struggling financially may be unable to justify collection costs, these costs may effectively force the association to rely on the mortgage holder to initiate foreclosure of the property.185 In its proposed 2008 amendments, NCCUSL addressed this problem.186 The proposed amendment provides that “reasonable attorney’s fees and costs incurred by the association in foreclosing on the association’s lien” will be superior to the first security interest or mortgagor.187

Under the current version of the law, HOAs are at the mercy of the banks in recovering assessments.188 This amendment addresses that problem by removing a significant financial barrier to associations enforcing their liens through foreclosure. Although removing this financial barrier might be good for struggling HOAs, banks are almost sure to resist the proposed change.

One problem with the provision is that it could increase the initiation of foreclosure proceedings by HOAs. Providing lien priority for some amount of assessments, when combined with the ability to collect the costs of enforcement, will provide struggling associations with at least some incentive to enforce their liens rather than wait for the bank to do so.189 However, such a result may be undesirable with foreclosures at record rates and the government searching for ways to keep families in their homes.190 The legislature should consider other options to protect HOAs against mortgage holders. For example, instead of providing super-priority to attorney’s fees and costs associated with foreclosure proceedings, the legislature could grant the association super-priority for all unpaid assessments on condition that the HOA does not foreclose on its own lien.191 Such a provision provides added protection to HOAs while limiting the added risk of foreclosure to struggling homeowners.

Providing an assessment lien priority over mortgages against the property has some common law support.192 Courts that have arrived at this conclusion hold that the assessment lien is prior to all interests recorded after the recordation of the association’s declaration.193 These decisions treat the assessment lien as existing from the time of the declaration’s recordation rather than the
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time the assessment became past due.\textsuperscript{194} In considering this approach, however, the legislature must also consider the needs of lenders who might be unwilling to issue loans in the presence of a prior existing lien of undetermined value.\textsuperscript{195}

As Professor James Winokur explains, however, lending institutions also have an interest in the financial strength of associations that govern the properties in which they hold security interests.

\textit{[M]ortgage lenders . . . have from the start been crucial to the emergence of [CICs].} On the other hand, the financial strength of an association often bears strongly on the value of the housing units in which both lenders and residents have invested. Indeed, as assessments on some properties in a community become uncollectible, the CIC unit lender is itself damaged by increasing assessments and decreasing values for other properties it may hold as security.\textsuperscript{196}

As a result of this relationship, many banks might not be opposed to this rule. In fact, aside from those banks that currently choose to disregard their obligation to pay assessments as the owner of a foreclosed home,\textsuperscript{197} the rule would only increase the banks’ liability to the extent that they delay foreclosure of the home.

Despite providing banks some added incentive to foreclose, this change should not significantly increase foreclosure rates. When a homeowner defaults on their mortgage, the bank or other mortgage lender must address a multitude of factors in deciding whether to foreclose. First and foremost, the bank must consider the borrower’s situation.\textsuperscript{198} Often the lender may opt to work with the borrower to keep the borrower in the home and avoid foreclosure through refinancing, or granting the owner a deferment to ride out a temporary hardship.\textsuperscript{199} Second, the bank must consider the costs it will incur should it become the owner of the home.\textsuperscript{200} These costs include insurance, security, maintenance, landscaping, and property taxes, among others.\textsuperscript{201} As a result, the decision to foreclose rests with an experienced bank or lender that will be making that decision after considering many factors, only one of which is the effect of the unpaid assessments for which the bank will eventually be responsible regardless of whether it chooses to foreclose.\textsuperscript{202} Conversely, the association’s decision to foreclose rests with a board of directors that may have little experience in such matters, and whose primary concern is recovering lost assessments to keep their struggling association afloat.\textsuperscript{203}
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Neither of the above solutions alone can solve the problem, but both provide a way to address shortcomings in the Uniform Act and protect HOAs in the future. However, the threats facing HOAs today are urgent and require more immediate action.

2. Direct Subsidies to HOAs

In addition to modifying the UCIOA as discussed above, in some cases a state may want to consider providing subsidies to struggling associations. A subsidy could be used to help associations sustain themselves and continue to provide essential services. Then, when the housing market and, in turn, association membership recovers, and the association is able to collect assessments, the subsidies could be refunded through a smaller increase in assessments instead of the large increases that might be required to sustain a community in the face of overwhelming assessment delinquencies.

The federal government has already shown a willingness to subsidize elements of the housing market throughout the foreclosure crisis and ensuing credit meltdown. Through the adoption of three separate bills, Congress has already approved nearly two trillion dollars in aid to struggling banks and, in limited cases, struggling homeowners.

Although these bills passed, many Americans are unhappy that Congress has been approving such large "bail outs." Even in the face of a deepening recession, many Americans remain opposed to an infusion of money to rescue the banks and irresponsible homebuyers that created the financial meltdown in the first place. Despite this opposition, after rescuing numerous banks and other private companies, it would be irresponsible for Congress and state legislatures to oppose subsidies, such as those proposed here, which aim to protect
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homeowners in good standing from further increased assessments and decreased property values resulting from the foreclosure crisis.\(^{211}\)

Desperate times often call for desperate measures. While the situation for most associations does not appear to have reached the critical stage yet, a prolonged economic recession, like the one the nation currently faces, may lead to bankruptcy for some associations.\(^{212}\) The federal government has proven willing to help out the most culpable actors in this crisis.\(^{213}\) If association-managed communities are as important to the modern residential picture as their rapid growth indicates, subsidizing struggling associations may eventually be necessary in some cases.\(^{214}\)

B. Local Options for Dealing with the Effects of Abandoned Property

Some local leaders have already begun developing ways to deal with abandoned properties. While these solutions do not specifically apply to homes in common-interest communities, they apply to them insofar as they are a part of the surrounding community. Although local solutions provide the opportunity for creative solutions and community building, cost is an important consideration.\(^{215}\) As a result, many local governments may limit intervention to situations that pose a health or safety hazard.\(^{216}\)

In central Florida, cities have taken a variety of approaches to the problem of abandoned homes.\(^{217}\) While the approaches vary, they have one common bond: the cities want to recover their money.\(^{218}\) For example, in Oviedo, Florida, if the city mows an overgrown lawn and the owner fails to pay, the city will place a lien on the property.\(^{219}\) The city provides owners with thirty-days’ notice before the city takes action and mows the yard for a fee.\(^{220}\) In response to doubts about the viability of liens when a home faces foreclosure, Windemere, Florida leaders plan to use tax-assessments rather than liens to recover the costs of maintaining abandoned lawns.\(^{221}\)

The City of Chula Vista, California has taken a slightly different approach. There, the city is requiring banks to take responsibility for maintenance of a property from the day they file foreclosure papers rather than the time they
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legally take ownership.\textsuperscript{222} City leaders hope this requirement will protect homes from damage during the six months or more that it can take to foreclose on a property.\textsuperscript{223} Rather than performing maintenance, the city issues steep fines that become tax liens in the event the lender does not properly maintain the abandoned property.\textsuperscript{224}

As an alternative to government assistance, local governments could modify local trespassing ordinances to allow local neighbors access to foreclosures for purposes of performing maintenance.\textsuperscript{225} This option obviously depends on the initiative of the association and its individual members, but removing this hurdle would provide homeowners with another option for protecting their home values, and might have the additional benefit of introducing a greater sense of community into the community association.

C. Leave HOAs to Sink or Swim

There is of course, no requirement for government at any level to take action to protect HOAs or their members.\textsuperscript{226} HOAs exist primarily as a matter of private contract for the benefit of those who live in the association.\textsuperscript{227} With many states and cities also struggling to survive during the current recession, the plight of HOAs is likely to take a backseat to other, more public, and more pressing matters.\textsuperscript{228} However, considering the strong role that local governments have played in the proliferation of association-governed communities,\textsuperscript{229} the better approach is for state, or at least local, governments to take action to prevent failure of these communities.

V. Conclusion

These are difficult times for HOAs, not only in Nevada, but around the nation. HOA-governed communities play a significant role in modern American residential development.\textsuperscript{230} With foreclosure rates maintaining record levels,\textsuperscript{231} these associations are dealing with shrinking assessment bases and the deterioration of vacant homes.\textsuperscript{232} While existing statutes governing HOAs provide some protection, they are insufficient.

Additionally, our country currently faces a historic economic crisis. Governmental leaders must create solutions to the problems that associations face in the current crisis that will ensure the viability of common interest communities, not only in this difficult period, but in the future as well. Municipalities have taken the position of encouraging, or even mandating, associations for
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new development. These cities have benefited from the increased tax base provided by the developments without incurring the costs of services that associations provide in place of the local government. Thus, government should take action to protect struggling HOAs, and consequently, those homeowners who live in association-governed communities and continue paying their assessments, mortgages, and taxes.
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